
The new version of 8x8 boards came back from the board house 
with an unwelcome surprise. We made a mistake on a trace. 
We should have burned prototype boards but didn't think we'd 
be making enough changes to warrant the time and expense. 
Ah, Murphy's Law rears it's ugly head.

There are two separate  workarounds for this error depending 
on what you are doing with the boards. While this definitely 
wouldn't pass QC at NASA, we feel that for our market, which 
is mostly hobbyists, these are acceptable to sell.

We will of course fix this on the next version but in the meantime, 
we have quite a few of these boards – Ouch!

Please note that because both fixes require cutting traces on the 
boards, that they are best done before any parts are soldered 
onto the boards. We can also apply either of these fixes for 
customers if they don't feel that they want to perform either of 
these fixes themselves. The knowledge of how to modify / hack 
printed circuit boards could be useful though.
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Fix 1)

For most users, who are not mounting a BBB on the back side 
of the 8x8, the fix is simple. Just cut the power traces above and 
below the blue LED trace. 

I have found using a standard #11 exacto knife with the dull 
(back) side of the blade, and "pushing" instead of pulling, to be 
an effective way to cut PCB traces.

Fix 1:
Cut power rail traces, 
above and below pads.
Do not use pads.

1) Cut power rail traces.
2) Check for no continuity 

with multimeter.

Fix 2)

For users who are mounting a BBB on the back side of the 8x8, 
the fix is only slightly more difficult. Just cut the LED trace, on 
the LED side of the board, where shown, before installing the 
female power headers in the pads. Then a wire must be used 
to route power to the LED to make up for the missing trace

Again a standard #11 exacto knife with the dull side of the 
blade, and "pushing" instead of pulling, makes a good tool to 
cut PCB traces. Check for no continuity with a meter before 
continuing.

The problem:
LED trace shorts power 

rail traces.

LED trace in blue.
Power rail traces in pink.

Modern Device will provide boards with either of these fixes 
applied (traces cut), upon request.

Fix 2:
Cut LED trace in three 
places. Install wire jumper

1) Cut power rail traces in 
three places.
2) Check for no continuity 

with multimeter.
3) Install a jumper 

connecting chip / socket 
pin and LED

Please note that this drawing is actually looking "through" the parts side of the 
board, and that the board (on the LED side) will be flipped, making this section 
of the board appear on the top left, instead of the top right as shown.

A chip is  shown here , but the principle with a chip socket would be exactly the 
same.


